This report describes the overall goals of the natural language system HAM-ANS (HAMburg Applicationoriented Natural Language System), which is currently being developed at the University of Hamburg. The project's more specific research topics are divided into application demands (e.g., optimization, portability) and basic research (e.g., explanation component, explicit partner model). HAM-ANS encompasses three different application classes: natural language access to a vision system (traffic at a street crossing), to a data base system (fishery data), and for guiding a competitive dialogue with a client (hotel reservation situation). We introduce the system's general architecture and knowledge sources, and describe two processing components in greater detail: the semantic-oriented ATN Parser and the strategy for evaluating the internal representation of a user's question. The final section contains implementation data and a description of modifications of the LISP/FUZZY programming environment. The appendix shows the processing of an example utterance throughout the system and excerpts from its various external knowledge sources.
An Object-oriented Approach for the Realization of Complex Control Structures

Th. Christaller
Report No. GEN-13. In Stoyan, H. and Wedekind, H., Eds., Objekt-orientierte Software-und Hardwarearchitekturen. Teubner, Stuttgart, 1983: 300-318 .
The use of object-oriented programming languages is often equated to the user of abstract data types. This is only one aspect of object-oriented programming. In this paper we show how to realize simple and complex control structures in a clear and comprehensible way using objects and the computing paradigm based on message passing. The given examples are presented in terms of the flavor system which enables one to program in LISP in an object-oriented style. We describe two different implementation techniques of control structures -by means of the conditional and simple iteration schemes. We then present very general forms of backtracking and co-routines, whose usefulness relies on the fact that the flavor system allows multiple inheritance of information between flavors. This is demonstrated by sketching the implementation of an interpreter for cascaded recursive transition network grammars, in order to show how to combine control structures of different types without one of them predominating.
The paper addresses the problem of over-answering yes-no questions, i.e. of generating extended responses that provide additional information to yes-no questions that pragmatically must be interpreted as whquestions. Although the general notion of extended responses has already been explored, our paper reports on the first attempt to build a NL system able to elaborate on a response as a result of anticipating obvious follow-up questions, in particular by providing additional case role fillers, by using more specific quantifiers and by generating partial answers to both parts of questions containing coordinating conjunctions. As a further innovation, the system explicitly deals with the informativeness-simplicity trade-off when generating extended responses. We describe both an efficient implementation of the proposed methods, which use message passing as realized by the FLAVOR mechanism and the extensive linguistic knowledge incorporated in the verbalization component. The structure of the implemented NL generation component is illustrated using a detailed example of the system's performance as an interface to an image understanding system. Beyond Domain-Independence: Experience with the Development of a German Language Access System to Highly Diverse Background Systems.
W. Hoeppner, T. Chirstaller, H. Marburger, K. iorik, B. Nebel, M. O'Leary, W. Wahlster
Report No. . In Proceedings of the 8th IJCAI. Karlsruhe, 1983: 588-594. For natural language dialog systems, going beyond domain independence means the attempt to create a core system that can serve as a basis for interfaces to various application classes that differ not only with respect to the domain of discourse but also with respect to dialog type, user type, intended system behavior, and background system. In the design and implementation of HAM-ANS, which is presently operational as an interface to an expert system, a vision system and a data base system, we have shown that going beyond domain independence is possible. HAM-ANS is a large natural language dialog system with both considerable depth and breadth, which accepts typed input in colloquial German and produces typed German responses quickly enough to make it practical for realtime interaction. One goal of this paper is to report on the lessons learned during the realization of the system HAM-ANS. This paper introduces the overall structure of the system's processing units and knowledge sources. In addition we describe some of the innovative features concerning the strategy of semantic interpretation.
Explanation Components as Dialog Tools
W. Wahlster
Report No. ANS-17. In Office Management. Sonderheft, 1983: 45-48. This paper discusses the relevance of explanation components for knowledge-based dialog systems and motivates the need for such modules. First, the various tasks of an explanation component are described an a general architecture for such a component is proposed. Then the broad range of applications of explanation components is illustrated by several implemented examples from the current AI literature. In particular, the explanation components of a backgammon program (QBKG), a computer-aided design system (CADHELP) and our natural language system HAM-ANS are examined. As a negative example we discuss the explanation component of a nuclear-power plan consultant and identify some serious flaws in its design. Finally, six guidelines for the design of explanation components summarize the main results of the paper.
The Contribution of Artificial Intelligence to the Human Factors of Application Software
W. v.Hahn
Report No. GEN-I& In Blaser, A. and Zoepprtiz, M., Eds., Enduser Systems and their Human Factors. Springer, Heidelberg, 1983: 128-138. This paper deals with some mechanical, cognitive and social aspects of ergonomy in the following fields of Artificial Intelligence: vision, robotics, theorem proving, speech recognition, natural language processing. A few benefits that are now visible are shown. To evaluate the use of natural language AI-systems, research (1) must consider the natural (language) environment of the problem-solving process with its heterogeneous types of information and (2) must appreciate highly restricted language utterances as linguistically appropriate to specific task environments. The benefits of future natural language systems depend on three conditions.
dominance of cognitive and communicative abilities over linguistic ones, -realization of an elementary, dynamic partner model, -transparency, as provided by an explanation component.
Application-oriented work on natural language systems (NLS) is not only to be justified by linguistic or software ergonomic considerations, but also by the needs and requirements of users and customers. While several user studies exist, systematic evaluation studies for particular NLS, and experience with applied NLS, no study has yet been published that determines the demand for NLS and the requirements of potential customers. This article presents in detail the results from a market inquiry in the field of German NLS. The statistical data from the qualitative inquiry and examples stemming from the quantitative inquiry are analyzed. This contribution has two objects. In the first section, the position of language-oriented research in the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and its relevance to related disciplines is more closely defined and our theoretical approach in the development of HAM-ANS (Hamburg Application-Oriented Natural Language System) is outlined. In the following two sections, this system is presented with an emphasis on aspects which are of theoretical interest. Although details of implementation are for the most part omitted, it is to be emphasized that all of the processes and knowledge bases described have been fully implemented.
After an introduction to the three dialogue situations investigated in our project, the organization of the system as a whole is elucidated on the basis of examples taken from one of the domains of discourse: A Hotel Reservation Situation. The final section is devoted to a special problem of pragmatics: representation and application of user modelling in an AI system. tained in the question as candidates for the additional information contained in an extended response. It is shown that, in a visually present domain of discourse, case role filling for the construction of an extended response can be regarded as a side effect of the visual search necessary to answer a question containing a locomotion verb.
The paper describes the various representation constructions used in the German language dialog system HAM-ANS for dealing with the semantics of locomotion verbs and illustrates their use in generating extended responses. In particular, we outline the structure of the geometrical scene description, the representation of events in a logic-oriented semantic representation language, the case-frame lexicon and the representation of the referential semantics based on the Flavor system. The emphasis is on a detailed presentation of the application of objectoriented programming methods for coping with the semantics of locomotion verbs. The process of generating an extended response is illustrated by an extensively annotated trace. Is LISP a "Slow" Language?
B. Nebel
Memo No. ANS-13, February 1983. An experiment is described which compares runtimes of a large collection of PASCAL-and LISP-programs on a DEC-system-10 computer. The most important result of this comparison is that in most cases compiled LISP-programs are as fast as the equivalent PASCAL-programs.. This result gives rise to the conclusion that in a similar setting (machine and quality of the language processors) one is not constrained to the use of conventional programming languages because of runtime-efficiency.
Evaluative Utterances and the Representation of Valuations
K. Morik
Memo No. ANS-14, March 1983. Evaluative utterances and their use in dialogues are investigated. Adequate representations of such utterances are discussed, and two approaches are compared: the goal approach and the feature approach.
PEVAL: The Interface between the HAM-ANS Core System and PASCAL/R Databases
M. O'Leary
Memo No. ANS-15, April 1983. The PEVAL package is a syntax-directed translation system that serves as the interface between the HAM-ANS core system and a PASCAL/R database system. This paper describes the details of the PEVAL package. It will be useful for readers who want to become acquainted with the package as one of the components of the HAM-ANS system, but it is especially intended for programmers who will extend the current version to process more complex input expressions and to generate more varied responses. This report therefore focuses on the functions of the PEVAL package themselves, outlining their algorithms, describing their present abilities, and giving suggestions for extensions of these abilities.
Dialog Sequences with the System HAM-ANS
W. Hoeppner, H. Marburger
Memo No. ANS-16, May 1983. This memo contains examples of dialogues with the German natural language access system HAM-ANS (Hamburg Application Oriented Natural Language System) in three different applications classes: First the system takes the role of a hotel manager and responds to questions of a client concerning details of a hotel room. In the second dialogue the system accesses data from a vision system, the specific domain of this application being a sequence of images which were recorded at a street intersection. The third dialogue is concerned with natural language access to a large PASCAL/R database containing fishery data.
The internal processing of each user utterance is annotated by the system's built-in tracing facilities. In addition, more detailed information about distinguishing features is provided. The purpose of this paper is to describe the ENHANCE system. ENHANCE automatically generates part of a data base knowledge representation used for natural language generation. The generation system TEXT answers questions about the structure of a data base. The knowledge representation used by TEXT is a taxonomic description of the data base augmented with descriptive attributes at each node. ENHANCE generates this representation below the actual entity classes in the data base. It uses the logical description of the data base, the actual data base values, and some world knowledge axioms to generate descriptions of sub-classes of the entity classes. These descriptions will enhance the generation system to give richer descriptions of the data base. This paper describes the knowledge representation used by TEXT and explains how this representation is augmented by the ENHANCE system. Typical help processors are invoked explicitly by the user or implicitly when an error occurs. Often a beginner will not know that he needs help because the inefficient use of commands will get the job done without raising errors. WIZARD is an expert system that recognizes beginner misbehaviors and can automatically start a help transaction.
The WIZARD processor relies on a special purpose, dynamic, pattern matcher directed by a KL-One based knowledge network. An author studies logs of beginner interactions and develops sequence rules which parse and properly identify misbehaviors. Objects that drive the parser to understand VAX DCL commands are coded into the network and a set of semantic programming utilities is used to perform actual goal recognition.
This thesis deals primarily with the implementation of such a goal recognizing expert invocation system. It is the WIZARD documentation and final working report. I discuss the motivations for the design of the system and detail the knowledge base and heuristics that support goal recognition. Some issues of generality are taken up and potential topics for later research are presented which will extend WlZARD's capabilities. The inference problem for context-free languages is approached from an automata-theoretic point of view, through the inference of the skeletal automata described by Levy and Joshi. Techniques for constructing finite state machines from specifications of their behavior are adapted to this class of tree automata which have, as their behavior, sets of skeletons (trees labelled only on their frontier nodes). It is shown that when a bound on the number of states of the automaton is known, the minimal machine may be inferred from a finite sample of its behavior. Since these automata are known to recognize exactly the sets of skeletons of derivation trees of context-free languages, a consequence of this machine inference is grammatical inference. Given a suitably chosen finite sample of the derivation trees of good words in a context-free language, it is shown that a grammar for the language may be obtained from the resultant inferred skeletal automaton. Thus the language will be learned from a finite (structured) sample of its words.
Natural Language Research at the University of Pennsylvania -1981
Bonnie Lynn Webber and Tim Finin (eds.)
Technical Report MS-CIS-81-10. December 1981 This report summarizes the natural language processing research done at the University of Pennsylvania during 1981 and discusses the directions we are taking in our current research. Seven natural language projects are described as well as several related ones.
(An abbreviated version of this report appeared in the Sigart special issue on natural language processing, 1982).
A General Incremental Evaluator for Attribute Grammars
Fahimeh Jalili and Jean Gallier
Technical Report This paper describes a new evaluator for attribute grammars, noncircular or circular. The ordering of attributes and their evaluation is accomplished by a single procedure that simulates a depth-first search of the dependency graph for a given input. The dependency graph is not constructed. Instead the algebraic semantic tree and the dependency graphs of the productions which implicitly represent the dependency graph are used. The incremental version of the evaluator is obtained by a simple modification. It avoids reevaluation of those attributes whose values are not affected by the modifications of the input. The evaluator has time complexity linear in the number of attributes needed to specify the meaning of the input string, and has space complexity linear in the size of the parse tree.
An Algorithm for Parsing Nominal Compounds
Timothy W. Finin
Technical Report MS-CIS-81-12. December 1981 This note describes an algorithm used to "parse" strings of nominal modifiers. It has been used as a component of a larger system which builds semantic interpretations of nominal compounds such as "aluminum fuel pump repairs" and "navigation equipment failure rates". The algorithm is constrained to examining constituents which lie within a three position window. This report describes our work to date on one aspect of what we are calling "Extended Natural Language Data Base Interactions". This is our work on producing justifications for system responses to data base queries. In this report we consider three issues:
Taking the Initiative in Natural Language
(1) what justification a query calls for (2) This paper describes an effort to translate the Interlisp KL-ONE system into FranzLisp to enable it to be run on a DEC PDP-11/780 VAX computer. Our approach was to first build a general purpose inter-dialect Lisp translation system that is driven by transformation rules. We then developed a set of specific Interlisp to FranzLisp translation rules and an appropriate runtime support system for the resulting FranzLisp version of KL-ONE. The current collection of Interlisp to FranzLisp rules, which is tailored for translating KL-ONE, numbers about forty. The run-time support environment (dubbed InterFranz) contains about 250 functions, mostly macros. In addition, a rudimentary DWIM-like facility has been developed to handle certain classes of expressions which tend to slip through the translation process.
(An abbreviated version of this report appears in Proceedings of the Second KL-ONE Workshop) compound strings may require only a relatively shallow analysis. (3) When is it appropriate to use nominal compounds?
We would like to formulate the conditions when a particular nominal compound is likely to be accurately and efficiently interpreted by a hearer. (An abbreviated version of this paper appears in Penn Linguistics Review, 1982) Processing of Sentences with Intra-Sentential Code-Switching Aravind K. Joshi
Technical Report MS-CIS-82-04.
Speakers of certain bilingual communities systematically produce utterances in which they switch from one language to another, possibly several times in the course of an utterance. The two language systems systematically interact with each other in the production (and recognition) of these sentences. We have investigated this phenomenon in a formal or computational framework which consists of two grammatical systems and a mechanism for switching between the two systems. A variety of constraints apparent in these two sentences are then explained in terms of constraints on the switching mechanism. Constraints on the switching closed class items appear pre-eminently in this framework. This investigation has relevance to issues in processing of monolingual utterances.
The Interpretation of Nominal Compounds in Discourse
Timothy W. Finin
Technical Report MS-CLS-82-03.
In earlier work we described a system which built semantic interpretations of nominal compounds -sequences of two or more nouns (or nominal adjectives) which function as a unit. Our initial system took the representations of the concepts making up the compound and synthesized a number of concepts which represented possible interpretations. Each candidate interpretation was then assigned an "appropriateness" measure based on a variety of factors. One source of knowledge which was not used was the discourse context. Nominal compounding is often used as a naming device to refer to a concept already introduced, either directly or indirectly, into the discourse.
Our current work in this area centers around three questions:
(1) How can we effectively use discourse context as a primary source of evidence for both hypothesizing candidate interpretations (roughly in order of plausibility) and for choosing a preferred interpretation from among them? (2) How much analysis is really required to do an adequate job of understanding nominal compounds used in discourse? We believe that many
Generating Natural Language Text in Response to Questions about Database Structure Kathleen R. icKeown
Technical Report MS-CIS-82-05.
There are two major aspects of computer-based text generation: 1) determining the content and textual shape of what is to be said; and 2) transforming that message into natural language. Emphasis in this research has been on a computational solution to the questions of what to say and how to organize it effectively. A generation method was developed and implemented in a system called TEXT that uses principles of discourse structure, discourse coherency, and relevancy criterion.
The main features of the generation method developed for the TEXT strategic component include 1) selection of relevant information for the answer, 2) the pairing of rhetorical techniques for communication (such as analogy) with discourse purposes (for example, providing definitions) and 3) a focusing mechanism. Rhetorical techniques, which encode aspects of discourse structure, are used to guide the selection of propositions from a relevant knowledge pool. The focusing mechanism aids in the organization of the message by constraining the selection of information to be talked about next to that which ties in with the previous discourse in an appropriate way.
The ENHANCE System: Creating Meaningful Sub-Types in a Database Knowledge Representation for Natural Language Generation Kathleen McCoy
Technical Report MS-CIS-82-06.
The knowledge representation is an important factor in natural language generation since it limits the semantic capabilities of the generation system. It is, however, a tedious task to hand code a knowledge representation which reflects both a user's view of a domain and the way that domain is modelled in the database. A system is presented which uses the contents of the database to form part of a database knowledge representation automatically. It augments a database scheme depicting the database structure used for natural language generation. Computational solutions are presented for deriving the information types contained in the schema. Three types of world knowledge axioms are used to ensure that the representation formed is meaningful and contains salient information.
Inferring Monitors on Natural Language Queries on Relational Database Sitaramaswamy Lanka
Technical Report In this thesis a Natural Language interface to a database management system has been designed that has the capability to offer to monitor for the relevant future changes of the database and later provide that additional information whenever it is available. This is based on the syntactic structure of the question and also semantic information regarding updatability of the contents of database.
User Participation in the Reasoning Processes of Expert Systems Martha Pollack, Julia Hirschberg, and Bonnie Webber
Technical Report We argue that expert systems, if they are to satisfy the legitimate needs of their users, must include dialogue capabilities as sophisticated as those proposed in current Natural Language research. Our claims are corroborated by analysis of transcripts of a "naturallyoccurring" expert system, a radio talk show in which callers ask an expert for financial advice. We present data demonstrating that user-expert dialogues are best viewed as a negotiation process, and we describe the exchanges that compose the dialogue in terms of the motivations, goals, strategies, and moves of the participants. Included is a catalog of the motivations, goals, and strategies observed in the expert and in the users.
(A shortened version of this paper will appear in the Proceedings of AAAI-82.)
Extended Natural Language Data Base Interactions Bonnie Webber, Aravind Joshi, Eric Mays and Kathleen McKeown
Technical Report For many years, the most frequently given reason for developing natural language interaction with computers was that it would increase their accessibility to infrequent (and possibly naive) users. Such users would not have to learn a host of languages and protocols in order to get the information they desired: they could express their needs and requests as they would everyday.
This viewpoint has led to valuable research aimed at removing artificial constraints on a user's freedom of expression, and useful results continue to appear. But just expanding the ways a query can be phrased and still understood does not in itself guarantee fruitful Natural Language interactions. This paper presents two complementary directions for extending Natural Language interfaces to data bases, which can make them more useful systems. These extensions make Natural Language interfaces less simply "windows" through which data can be called into view, and more "articulate experts" on the data base system and what it represents. The research we discuss involves (1) broadening the range of query types that can be handled and (2) extending the range of responses that can be provided.
(This paper will appear in a special issue of the International Journal of Computers and Mathematics edited by Nick Cercone, Simon Fraser University.)
Augmenting a Database Knowledge Representation for Natural Language Generation Kathleen Filliben McCoy
Technical Report The knowledge representation is an important factor in natural language generation since it limits the semantic capabilities of the generation system. This paper identifies several information types in a knowledge representation that can be used to generate meaningful responses to questions about database structure. Creating such a knowledge representation, however, is a long tedious process. A system is presented which uses the contents of the database to form part of this knowledge representation automatically. It employs three types of world knowledge axioms to ensure that the representation formed is meaningful and contains salient information. Technical Report This note is intended as a status report on our ongoing work in the area of natural language interaction with dynamic knowledge bases.
Taking the Initiative in Natural Language
Specifically, we discuss that portion of our research involving the offer by the question-answering system to monitor for future changes in the knowledge base.
(This paper appears in the Proceedings of ECAI-82, Orsay, France.)
An Expert System That Volunteers Advice Jeff Shrager, Tim Finin
Technical Report This paper describes the design and implementation of an expert system that provides novice users with help in using the VAX/VMS operating system. The most interesting feature of our advisor is that it follows the user's interactions with the system and volunteers its help when it believes that the user would benefit from advice. The user need not ask for help or raise an error condition.
The advisor recognizes correct yet inefficient command sequences and helps the beginner become more proficient by indicating how these tasks may be done more efficiently.
(An abbreviated version of this report appears in Proceedings of AAAI-82.)
Help and Advice in Task Oriented Systems Timothy W. Finin
Technical Report This note describes current work at the University of Pennsylvania centered around providing intelligent help and advice to users of interactive task oriented systems. This work has focused on three general themes: (1) Help systems should be active rather than passive; (2) help systems should contain explicit models of the user, the task and the system utility being used and (3) the help system should engage in an interactive dialogue with the user in order to identify the information he really needs.
An experimental help system, WIZARD, has been implemented for the VAX/VMS operating system to explore some of these issues.
Parsing with Logical Variables Timothy W. Finin and Martha S. Palmer
Technical Report Logic based programming systems have enjoyed an increasing popularity in applied AI work in the last few years. One of the contributions to Computational Linguistics made by the Logic Programming Paradigm has been the Definite Clause Grammar. In comparing DCG's with previous parsing mechanisms such as ATN's, certain clear advantages are seen. We feel that the most important of these advantages are due to the use of Logical Variables with Unification as the fundamental operation on them. To illustrate the power of the Logical Variable, we have implemented an experimental ATN system which treats ATN registers as Logical Variables and provides a unification operation over them. We would like to simultaneously encourage the use of the powerful mechanisms available in DCG's, and demonstrate that some of these techniques can be captured without reference to a resolution theorem prover.
The Text System for Natural Language Generation: An Overview
Kathleen R. McKeown
Technical Report Computer-based generation of natural language requires consideration of two different types of problems: 1) determining the content and textual shape of what is to be said, and 2) transforming that message into English. A computational solution to the problems of deciding what to say and how to organize it effectively is proposed that relies on an interaction between strucutral and semantic processes. Schemas, which encode aspects of discourse structure, are used to guide the generation process. A focusing mechanism monitors the use of the schemas, providing constraints on what can be said at any point. These mechanisms have been implemented as part of a generation method within the context of a natural language database system, addressing the specific problem of responding to questions about database structure.
The ENHANCE System: Augmenting a Knowledge Base for Natural Language Generation Kathleen F. McCoy A system is described which is able to automatically create a part of a database knowledge representation needed for natural language generation. The knowledge base needed to generate text length responses to questions about a discussion of how part of such a knowledge base can be itself. The contents of the database, however, are not enough to ensure that a meaningful representation is created. Three types of world knowledge axioms are based on database concepts and can therefore be easily provided by the database manager.
Reductions in Tree Replacement Systems Jean H. Gallier and Ronald V. Book
Technical Report Certain kinds of Church-Rosser tree-replacement systems called "reduction systems" are studied.
Most results presented here generalize some results proved for string rewriting systems. The concept of a tree rewriting system with a "norm" is introduced and studied. A new "tree reducing machine" which reduces every input tree to an irreducible tree is defined. As a consequence, when the norm under consideration is the size of the tree (the number of nodes), the word problem for finite Church-Rosser reduction systems is decidable in linear-time (in the size of the input tree). Church-Rosser monadic reduction systems generalizing some monadic Thue systems are also studied.
It is shown that every congruence class and every finite union of congruence classes defined by such a system is accepted by a deterministic bottom-up tree pushdown automation. This new form of a tree automation is briefly studied.
SCALAR QUANTITY IMPLICATURE: A Strategy for Processing Scalar Utterances Julia Hirschberg
Technical Report To support cooperative exchanges natural language interfaces must permit a wide range of user behavior, including indirect responses to system queries and indirect questions from the user. In naturally-occurring discourse many such utterances rely for their interpretation upon speaker and hearer recognizing a common scale underlying their contributions.
By extending Horn's concept of scalar quantity implicature we may derive the basis for a strategy to facilitate system recognition, interpretation, and response not only to indirect answers and indirect questions but also to a wide variety of other scalar assertions.
Understanding Misunderstanding -Recognizing and Responding to User Misunderstandings Ethel Schuster, Tim Finin
Technical Report In designing an interactive system (such as a HELP system or a tutor) that gives advice or instructions to a user, one must cope with a problem that can seriously impair its effectiveness: the user's potential for misunderstanding the system's advice or instructions. Such misunderstandings can occur at many points --for example, where the system has used an everyday term in a technical sense or a new term that looks or sounds like one the user is already familiar with. If such misunderstandings are not detected and corrected quickly, at best, time will be wasted, at worst, the user will fail to achieve his/her goal. In human interactions the responsibility to recognize and correct misunderstanding is shared by the participants. We are addressing the problem of enabling machines to take up their responsibility in human-machine interactions. In this paper, we categorize causes of misunderstanding in human-computer dialogues and examine some ways by which misunderstandings can be recognized rectified.
Custom-Made Responses: Maintaining and Updating The User Model Ethel Schuster
Technical Report Efforts to develop more "user-oriented" help/tutor systems must include development of the system's part in the interaction, if they are to succeed. How the system behaves strongly affects what the user learns, how and whether s/he achieves his/her desired goal. The paper is concerned with part of the system's behavior --the language it uses in interacting with its users and the effect that that language can have upon them. We claim that by maintaining a model of the user's past experience (and hence his/her current expectations) and by updating this model as the interaction proceeds, the system can tailor its responses to the user's needs and facilitate his/her success in learning what was intended and/or obtaining appropriate help.
Incremental Partial Matching of Descriptions In a Knowledge Representation Network
Robert Chaefitz
Technical Report MS-CIS-83-15.
This thesis describes a description matcher for the KL-ONE knowledge representation language that is incremental and can perform partial matches.
The matcher is incremental in that it can be suspended at any time, producing partial results, and later restarted. The matcher is partial in that it has a formalism for measuring the degree to which two descriptions match. Both features are supported by using four different scalar metrics for the degree of match of two descriptions: a lower bound, an upper bound, a base value, and a current estimate.
BUP -A Bottom Up Parser Timothy W. Finin; Bonnie L. Webber
Technical Report MS-CIS-83-16.
BUP is a bottom up syntactic analyser that can be used in several ways: as a simple bottom up parser for context free languages, as a bottom up parser for extended phrase structure grammars (equivalent in power to an ATN), or as a transducer for either. BUP accepts a grammar and lexicon specified as rules. It will then analyse input strings according to those rules, recording its findings in a chart and producing all analyses in parallel. Rules can be displayed, added or deleted incrementally. BUP provides a small set of tools for building structures and specifying tests.
Logics and Natural Language Bonnie Lynn Webber
Technical Report MS-CIS-83-18.
Logic is that branch of knowledge concerned with truth and inference -with determining the conditions under which a proposition is true or one proposition may be inferred from others. Such knowledge is essential for communication, since most of our beliefs about the world come not from the world, but rather from what others tell us about it. Hence, it is not surprising that logic underlies a wide range of current research on Natural Language (NL) interaction with machines. However, it is not just first-order logic (FOL) that has been enlisted in this enterprise: other logics have begun to be used as well. This paper discusses three of them: (1) default logic, for computing presuppositions; (2) modal logic, for planning utterances to enlist help; and (3) temporal logic, for offering competent database monitors and correcting certain user misconceptions.
CADRS-A System for the Design of Complex Data Structures in Lisp Richard J. Duncan
Technical Report MS-CLS-83-19.
This thesis describes a project to design and implement a data abstraction facility for LISP. The result of this project, the CADRS (Compiler for Access of Data Regardless of Structure) system, supports the definition, creation, and efficient manipulation of hybrid data/procedure structures that closely resemble class objects in languages like Simula and Smalltalk.
The foremost goal of CADRS is to provide a flexible and efficient means of defining data structures and hybrid data/procedure structures in LISP. Another important goal of CADRS is to provide the functionality available in INTERLISP's record package to facilitate a large scale translation effort between INTERLISP and Franz. As such, the CADRS package provides: -Data structuring for both physical and virtual structures.
Structural inheritance. -Procedural Attachment (hybrid data/procedure structures). -Structure-independent data access.
-INTERLISP compatibility. As a structure compiler, CADRS uses the following constraints to achieve efficiency: (1) Each data access form produced by the compiler is optimized using a standard set of rules for LISP optimization; (2) the mechanisms which support the more expensive features of CADRS are only evoked when these features are actually used, and when possible only on a case by case basis and (3) package is segmented into compiler and run-time support segments allowing the system to run with minimal space requirements.
CADRS Reference Manual Richard J. Duncan
Technical Report This document describes version 1.00 of the CADRS (Compiler for Access of Data Regardless of Structure) package and its implementation under Franz Lisp Opus 37. It is intended as a reference to the features, syntax and functions of CADRS for a reader who is familiar with the LISP language (Franz, Maclisp or INTERLISP).
Processing of Sentences with Intra-Sentential Code-Switching Aravind K. Joshi
Technical Report MS-CIS-83-23.
Speakers of certain bilingual communities systematically produce utterances in which they switch from one language to another, possibly several times in the course of an utterance. The two language systems systematically interact with each other in the production (and recognition) of these sentences. We have investigated this phenomenon in a formal or computational framework which consists of two grammatical systems and a mechanism for switching between the two systems. A variety of constraints apparent in these sentences are then explained in terms of constraints on the switching mechanism. Constraints on the switching of closed class items appear pre-eminently in this framework. This investigation has relevance to issues in processing of monolingual utterances.
How Much Context-Sensitivity is Required to Provide Structural Descriptions: Tree Adjoining Grammars Aravind K. Joshi
Technical Report Two types of dependencies are especially important: subcategorization and filler-gap dependencies. Moreover, these dependencies can be unbounded. One of the motivations for transformations was to account for unbounded dependencies.
The so-called nontransformational grammars account for the unbounded in different ways. In a tree-adjoining grammar (TAG) unboundedness is achieved by factoring the dependencies and recursion in a novel and, we believe, in a linguistically interesting manner. All dependencies are defined on a finite set of basic structures (trees) which are bounded. Unboundedness is then a corollary of a particular composition operation called adjoining. There are thus no unbounded dependencies in a sense. In this paper, we will introduce TAG's, investigate their formal properties, and present some detailed linguistic examples.
The FINITE STRING Newsletter Abstracts of Current Literature
In Response: Next Steps in Natural Language Interaction
B. L. Webber
Technical Report In the area of man-machine interaction, Natural Language has so far primarily been used to simplify people's access to information. The next step beyond simple data access is the kind of cooperative interactive problem-solving that current expert systems aspire to. But support for problem solving (which includes helping the user formulate his/her problems) demands more in the way of interaction than just answering requests for the factual information. In the first part of this paper, we illustrate some of these needed capabilities. In the remainder, we discuss two of them in greater detail: (1) recognizing and responding to user misconceptions and (2) getting from users the information needed to help them solve their problems.
A Modal Temporal Logic For Reasoning About Change Eric Mays
Technical Report We examine several behaviors for query systems that become possible with the ability to represent and reason about change in data bases: queries about alternative histories, and offers of monitors as responses to queries. A modal temporal logic is developed for this purpose. A completion axiom for history is given and modelling strategies are given by example.
Monitors As Responses to Questions: Determining Competence Eric Mays
Technical Report This paper discusses the application of a propositional temporal logic to determining the competence of a monitor offer as an extended response by a questionanswering system. Determining monitor competence involves reasoning about the possibility of some future state given a description of the current state and possible transitions.
Describing Knowledge from Semantic Network Hassan Ait-Kaci
Technical Report This document is a study of linguistic means and strategies that a human speaker implicitly uses when providing information that is new to his/her interlocutor. It may lay the ground for the design of an eventual interactive computer system exploiting a knowledge base to brief a user in English. The specific work reported is an experimental investigation of a natural language generation rhetorics in describing knowledge encoded as a semantic network. The knowledge representation language used is Kl-one, a data structure specfication language defining conceptual objects organized in a network.
An Efficient Evaluator for Attribute Grammars with Conditional Rules Jean Gallier
Technical Report This paper presents a new efficient evaluator for attribute grammars (circular or noncircular) allowing conditional semantic equations, which generalizes the algorithm presented in Jalili's Ph.D thesis. The essence of the method, investigated and presented for the first time in Jalili (also reported in Jalili and Gallier), is to perform a depth-first search of the (static) reversed dependency graph associated with a parse tree, interleaved with the execution of semantic rules. This algorithm is suggested by the standard iterative method for solving for least fixed points of continuous functionals, and as a consequence, is correct with respect to the fixed point semantics of attribute grammars.
The efficiency of the attribute evaluator is achieved via two mechanisms: (1) As in Jalili, the dependency graph is not constructed. Instead, it is implicitly represented by the semantic tree and the dependency graphs of the productions. (2) The semantic rules are precompiled as programs written in intermediate code called semantic modules. The algorithm performs a "call by need" evaluation, and is optimal in the number of attribute instances evaluated. The time and space complexity of the evaluator are linear in the number of nodes in the parse tree for the input string.
Proofs in Higher-Order Logic Dale A. Miller
Technical Report Broadly speaking, this dissertation is an investigation of some of the metatheory for higher-order logic which may be important to builders of automated theorem provers for this logic. In particular, expansion trees are defined as generalizations of Herbrand instances for formulas in a nonextensional form of higher-order logic based on Church's simple theory of types. Such expansion trees can be defined with or without the use of skolem functions. These trees store substitution terms and either critical variables or skolem terms used to instantiate quantifiers in the original formula and those resulting from instantiations. An expansion tree is called an expansion tree proof (ETproof) if it encodes a tautology, and, in the form not using skolem functions, an imbedding relation among the critical variables is acyclic. The relative completeness result for expansion tree proofs not using skolem functions, i.e. if A is provable in higher-order logic then A has such an expansion tree proof, is based on Andrews' formulation of Takahasti's proof of the cutelimination theorem for higher-order logic. If the occurrences of skolem functions in place of critical variables is equivalent to the requirement that the imbedding relation is acyclic. This fact not only resolves the open question of what is a sound definition of skolemization in higher-order logic but also provides a direct, syntactic proof of its correctness.
Since subtrees of expansion trees are also expansion trees (or their dual) and expansion trees store substitution terms and critical variables explicitly, ETproofs can be directly converted into sequential and natural deduction proofs.
A naive translation will often produce proofs which contain a lot of redundancies and will often use implicational lines in an awkward fashion. An improved translation process is presented. This process will produce only focused proofs in which much of the redundancy has been eliminated and backchaining on implicational lines was automatically selected if it was applicable. The information necessary to construct focused proofs is provided by a certain connection scheme, called a mating, of the boolean atoms within the tautology encoded by an ET-proof. Such a translation process could be made part of a very generalized explanation facility.
This dissertation was submitted to the Mathematics Department of Carnegie-Mellon University on 27 August 1983 and was written under the direction of Peter Andrews.
Cooperative Responses to Object-Related Misconceptions: A Thesis Proposal Kathleen F. McCoy
Technical Report Because people's knowledge is often partial and/or faulty, it is inevitable that misconceptions will be revealed in the course of a conversation. If recognized, the other person may say something to correct the misconception, and the conversation continues. Just as this is the case when people interact with each other, so must it be when users interact with a computer system. For example, in interacting with an expert system, a user may reveal misconceptions about objects modelled by the system. By failing to correct such misconceptions, the system may not only confirm the original misconception, but may cause the user to develop further misconceptions. It must therefore be up to the system to recognize and respond to misconceptions in an effective way.
In this paper the space of possible object misconceptions is characterized according to the knowledge base feature involved in the incorrect information.
This characterization is often useful in determining how the user could have arrived at the response. Using such a characterization and a model of what the user knows, the system can reason in a domain independent way about how to best correct the user. Factors which affect the amount of information included in a correction (such as discourse and situational context) are also examined. In my comments, I will try to summarize briefly the six papers in this session, pointing out some key aspects of each contribution, listing some common themes, and raising some questions, not for the purpose of criticizing one or another contribution, but rather for the purpose of prodding the authors to discuss these questions in their presentations. For five years the End-User Friendly Interface to Data management (EUFID) project team at System Development Corporation has worked on the design and implementation of a Natural-Language Interface (NLI) system that was to be independent of both the application and the database management system. In this paper we describe application, natural-language and database management problems involved in NLI development, with specific reference to the EUFID system as an example.
Problems in
Introducing ASK, A Simple Knowledgeable System Bozena H. Thompson, Frederick B. Thompson ASK, A Simple Knowledgeable System, is a total system for the structuring, manipulation and communication of information. It is a simple system in the sense that its development concentrated on clean engineering solutions to what could be done now with good response times. The user interface is a limited dialect of English. In contrast to expert systems, in which experts build the knowledge base and users make use of this expert knowledge, ASK is aimed at the user who wishes to create, test, modify, extend and make use of his own knowledge base. It is a system for a research team, a management or military staff, or a business office. This paper is designed to give you a feel for the general performance of the ASK System and overview of its operational capabilities. To this end, the movie you will see will continue throughout the talk. Indeed, the talk itself is a commentary on this background movie. The movie is bona fide and in real time; it is of the ASK System in action. (Many of the illustrations from the movie are reproduced in the written paper.)
A Robust Portable Natural Language Data Base Interface Jerrold M. Ginsparg
Bell Laboratories Murray Hill, NJ 07974 1983 ANLP Conf. Proc., pp. 25-30. This paper describes a NL data base interface which consists of two parts: a Natural Language Processor (NLP) and a data base application program (DBAP). The NLP is a general purpose language processor which builds a formal representation of the meaning of the English utterances it is given. The DBAP is an algorithm with builds a query in a augmented relational algebra from the output of the NLP. This approach yields an interface which is both extremely robust and portable.
IR-NLI: An Expert Natural Language Interface to Online Data Bases Giovanni Guida, Carlo Tasso
Instituto di iatematica, Informatica e Sistemistica Universita di Udine Via Antonini, 8 -33100 Udine, Italy 1983 ANLP Conf. Proc., pp. 31-38, Constructing natural language interfaces to computer systems often requires achievement of advanced reasoning and expert capabilities in addition to basic natural language understanding. In this paper the above issues are faced in the frame of an actual application concerning the design of a natural language interface for the access to online information retrieval systems.
After a short discussion of the peculiarities of this application, which requires both natural language understanding and reasoning capabilities, the general architecture and fundamental design criteria of a system presently being developed at the University of Udine are then presented.
The system, named IR-NLI, is aimed at allowing non-technical users to directly access through natural language the services offered by online data b~ses. Attention is later focused on the basic functions of IR-NLI, namely, understanding and dialogue, strategy generation, and reasoning.
Knowledge representation methods and algorithms adopted are also illustrated. A short example of interaction with IR-NLI is presented. Perspectives and directions for future research are also discussed. A major benefit of using natural language to access the information in a database is that it shifts onto the system the burden of mediating between two views of the data: the way in which the data is stored (the "database view") and the way in which an end-user thinks about it (the "user's view"). Database information is recorded in terms of files, records, and fields, while natural-language expressions refer to the same information in terms of entities and relationships in the world.
A major problem in constructing a natural-language interface is determining how to encode and use the information needed to bridge these two views. Current natural-language interface systems require extensive efforts by specialists in naturallanguage processing to provide them with the information they need to do the bridging. The systems are, in effect, handtailored to provide access to particular databases. This paper focuses on the problem of constructing transportable natural-language interfaces, i.e., systems that can be adapted to provide access to databases for which they were not specifically handtailored. It describes an initial version of a transportable system, called TEAM (for Transportable English Access Data Manager). The hypothesis underlying the research described in this paper is that the information required for the adaptation can be obtained through an interactive dialogue with database management personnel who are not familiar with natural-language processing techniques. Introduction Ivan A. Sag Department of Linguistics Stanford University Stanford, CA 94305 1983 ANLP Conf. Proc., p. 54. The papers in this session touch on several key issues of our field that make good sense to address. Boguraev and Sparck Jones discuss properties of system design that ensure desirable functioning (e.g., discussions of modularity and portability). Both Finin and Palmer, and Pazzani and Engelman touch on comparisons among existing techniques. Montgomery is concerned with new problems for theories of representation or processing. Lehnert and Shwartz address assessing the limitations of existing systems. In some cases the contribution being made is clear. In other cases, I for one find it difficult to assess whether the systems being described do what they do in a principled way that will generalize to other applications, or in an ad hoc fashion that is devoid of intellectual interest. In the absence of agreed-upon standards for evaluating descriptions of such systems, I can only urge both authors and audience to address the issues I have raised, doubtless for the first time, in the oral presentations and subsequent discussion.
Distinguishing Fact from Opinion and Events from IVleta-events Christine A. Montgomery Operating Systems Division
Logicon, Inc.
Woodland Hills, CA 1983 ANLP Conf. Proc., pp. 55-61. A major problem in automatically analyzing the text of military messages in order to synthesize data base elements is separating fact from opinion, i.e., identifying factual statements versus evaluative commentary such as degree of belief or confidence in the parameters of a particular event, comparative evaluations of entities and events, predictions of future events, etc. This paper describes a model which accounts for the range of factual to evaluative information in the message traffic, and discusses a means for representing such information in the context of an experimental system for automated data base generation.
Parsing with Logical Variables
Timothy W. Finin, Martha Stone Palmer Department of Computer and Information Science University of Pennsylvania Philadelphia, PA 19104 1983 ANLP Conf. Proc., pp. 62-68. Logic based programming systems have enjoyed an increasing popularity in applied AI work in the last few years.
One of the contributions to Computational Linguistics made by the Logic Programming Paradigm has been the Definite Clause Grammar. In comparing DCG's with previous parsing mechanisms such as ATN's, certain clear advantages are seen. We feel that the most important of these advantages are due to the use of Logical Variables with Unification as the fundamental operation on them. To illustrate the power of the Logical Variable, we have implemented an experimental ATN system which treats ATN registers as Logical Variables and provides a unification operation over them. We would like to simultaneously encourage the use of the powerful mechanisms available in DCG's, and demonstrate that some of these techniques can be captured without reference to a resolution theorem prover.
New Orleans currently have dial-up access to a DEC-20 where EXPLORER is implemented in TLISP. A user converses with EXPLORER about a desired map until both parties have agreed on an adequate and unambiguous set of specifications. Another phone line then carries EXPLORER's output to an IBM 3033 which runs database retrieval routines on commercial well data. When all the information has been secured from well data, a graphics system takes over to perform the actual map generation. EXPLORER is currently undergoing evaluation, and it is targeted for a 1983 installation in all regional offices of a major oil company for restricted use by geologists and geophysicists.
Knowledge Based Question Answering
Michael J. Pazzani, Carl Engelman
The MITRE Corporation Bedford, MA 01730 1983 ANLP Conf, Proc., pp. 73-80. The natural language database query system incorporated in the KNOBS interactive planning system comprises a dictionary driven parser, APE-II, and script interpreter which yield a conceptual dependency conceptualization as a representation of the meaning of user input.
A conceptualization pattern matching production system then determines and executes a procedure for extracting the desired information from the database. In contrast to syntax driven Q-A systems, e.g., those based on ATN parsers, APE-II is driven bottom-up by expectations associated with word meanings. The processing of a query is based on the contents of several knowledge sources including the dictionary entries (partial conceptualizations and their expectations), frames representing conceptual dependency primitives, scripts which contain stereotypical knowledge about planning tasks used to infer states enabling or resulting from actions, and two production system rule bases for the inference of implicit case fillers, and for determining the responsive database search. The goals of this approach, all of which are currently at least partially achieved, include utilizing similar representations for questions with similar meanings but widely varying surface structures, developing a powerful mechanism for the disambiguation of words with multiple meanings and the determination of pronoun referents, answering questions which require inferences to be understood, and interpreting ellipses and ungrammatical utterances. 1983 ANLP Conf. Proc., pp. 81-88. This paper describes a front end for natural language access to databases making extensive use of general, i.e. domain-independent, semantic information for question interpretation. In the interests of portability, initial syntactic and semantic processing of a question is carried out without any reference to the database domain, and domain-dependent operations are confined to subsequent, comparatively straightforward, processing of the initial interpretation. The different modules of the front end are described, and the system's performance is illustrated by examples. Suppose we call "normative" any system based on a set of constraints (whether pragmatic, semantic, or syntactic). Input that violates the constraints of a system could be termed "ill-formed". Sondheimer and Weischedel (1980) identify two general classes of input appearing ill-formed to a normative system. Input will be called absolutely ill-formed, if native speakers generally agree that it violates one or more linguistic constraints, or relatively ill-formed, if it violates some constraint(s) of the computational system, though native speakers perceive nothing odd about it.
How to Drive a Database Front End
Handling
Examples of absolute ill-formedness include misspellings, mistypings, mispunctuations, tense and number errors, word order problems, run-on sentences, sentence fragments, extraneous forms, and meaningless sentences.
Examples of relatively ill-formed input include unknown words and requests that are beyond the limits of either the computer system or the natural language interface.
In natural language access (e.g. English access) to information systems, the magnitude of the problem of absolute ill-formedness can be seen in several case studies. If one includes telegraphic and elliptical constructions in the class of absolute ill-formedness, then case studies reported in Thompson (1980) and Eastman and McLean (1981) indicate that as much as 25% of queries to question-answering systems are absolutely ill-formed. On the other hand, no matter how large the dictionary, grammar, and underlying system, there will always be unknown words and phrases (e.g. proper names) and impossible requests (due to user miconceptions of the capabilities of the underlying system).
The task of understanding unedited naval ship-toshore messages is implemented in the presence of a large database of domain specific knowledge.
The program uses internal syntactic and semantic expectations to analyze the texts and to correct errors that arise during understanding, such as syntactic errors, missing punctuation, and errors of spelling and usage. The output of the system is a well-formed English translation of the message. This paper describes some of the knowledge mechanisms that have been implemented in the NOMAD system. Text analysis is a promising area for applications of computational linguistics, with regard both to the prospects for technological achievement and to the potential benefits that those achievements can provide. Books, articles, and documents in text form are a major source of information. Being able to use computers more effectively in the analysis of these materials would have significant implications for virtually every intellectual activity. Moreover, developments in this area are essential if mankind is to take advantage of as well as merely to cope with the vast quantity of textual data already stored in computer-readable form, an amount that is increasing rapidly because of the use of computer-directed photocomposition for printing and the practicality of optical character recognition techniques.
In an age of increased attention to the problems of database organization, retrieval problems and query languages, one of the major economic problems of many potential databases remains the entry of the original information into the database. Specialized information extraction (SIE) systems are therefore of potential importance in the entry of information that is already available in certain restricted types of natural language text. This paper contains a discussion of the problems of engineering such systems and a description of a particular SIE system, designed to extract information regarding chemical reactions from experimental sections of papers in the chemical literature and to produce a data structure containing the relevant information.
Automatic Analysis of Descriptive Texts James R. Cowie
This paper describes a system that attempts to interpret descriptive texts without the use of complex grammars. The purpose of the system is to transform the descriptions to a standard form which may be used as the basis of a database system knowledgeable in the subject matter of the text.
The texts currently used are wild plant descriptions taken directly from a popular book on the subject. Properties such as size, shape and colour are abstracted from the descriptions and related to parts of the plant in which we are interested. The resulting output is a standardised hierarchical structure holding only significant features of the description.
The system, implemented in the PROLOG programming language, uses keywords to identify the way segments of the text relate to the object described. Information on words is held in a keyword list of nouns relating to parts of the object described. A dictionary contains the attributes of ordinary words used by the system to analyse the text. The text is divided into segments using information provided by conjunctions and punctuation.
About half the texts processed are correctly analysed at present. Proposals are made for future work to improve this figure. There seems to be no inherent reason why the technique cannot be generalized so that any text of semi-standard descriptions can be automatically converted to a canonical form. Conf. Proc., RECONSIDER is an interactive diagnostic prompting program which uses simple information retrieval techniques to prompt a physician regarding possible diagnoses, given a list of positive patient findings. Its knowledge base consists of "structured text" definitions of 3262 diseases and a synonym dictionary. Patient findings, and their synonyms, are matched against inverted files of terms from the disease descriptions, the number and selectivity of the patient findings matching terms in a given disease description determine the disease's "score", and the matched diseases are sorted on this score to form a preliminary differential diagnosis. Definitions of diseases can be referenced for viewing by name, or by their position in a differential. While its first formal evaluation is not yet complete, the performance of RECONSIDER continues to exceed the expectations of user and designer alike. Conf. Proc., This paper describes the REGIS extended command language, a relational data language that allows users to name and describe database objects using natural language phrases. REGIS accepts multiple-word phrases as the names of tables and columns (unlike most systems, which restrict these names to a few characters). An extended command parser uses a networkstructured dictionary to recognize multi-word names, even if some of the words are missing or out of order, and to prompt the user if an ambiguous name is entered.
REGIS also provides facilities for attaching descriptive text to database objects, which can be displayed online or included in printed reports. Initial data from a few databases indicate that users choose to take advantage of the naturalness of multi-word descriptions when this option is available. The nature of the problem and earlier approaches to the automatic compilation of printed subject indexes are reviewed and illustrated. A simple method is described for the detection of semantically self-contained word phrase segments in title-like texts. The method is based on a predetermined list of acceptable types of nominative syntactic patterns which can be recognized using a small domain-independent dictionary. The transformation of the detected word phrases into subject index records is described. The records are used for the compilation of Key Word Phrase subject indexes (KWPSI). The method has been successfully tested for the fully automatic production of KWPSI-type indexes to titles of scientific publications. The usage of formed to determine the model's strengths and shortcomings. The paper concludes with the results of that study. 
